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■ Abstract It has recently become clear that the recombinational repair of stalled
replication forks is the primary function of homologous recombination systems in
bacteria. In spite of the rapid progress in many related lines of inquiry that have
converged to support this view, much remains to be done. This review focuses on several
key gaps in understanding. Insufficient data currently exists on: (a) the levels and types
of DNA damage present as a function of growth conditions, (b) which types of damage
and other barriers actually halt replication, (c) the structures of the stalled/collapsed
replication forks, (d ) the number of recombinational repair paths available and their
mechanistic details, (e) the enzymology of some of the key reactions required for
repair, ( f ) the role of certain recombination proteins that have not yet been studied, and
(g) the molecular origin of certain in vivo observations associated with recombinational
DNA repair during the SOS response. The current status of each of these topics is
reviewed.
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INTRODUCTION
Homologous genetic recombination is a substantial part of the molecular basis of
the science of genetics. However, it has been clear for decades that homologous
genetic recombination systems did not evolve to generate genetic diversity in populations or to assist geneticists in their efforts to map genes. A primary role in DNA
repair has been the major alternative hypothesis (11, 12, 22, 26, 29, 36, 44, 67, 88,
100, 122). This view has now been refined. The major function of homologous
genetic recombination in bacteria, and a major function in virtually all cells, is
the nonmutagenic recombinational DNA repair of stalled or collapsed replication
forks. This hypothesis is built on a recent convergence of many independent lines
of research (28–32, 64, 67–69, 97, 98).
The DNA metabolism of every cell is replete with connections between replication and recombination. Replication is part of the recombination that accompanies
bacterial conjugation or transduction (149, 150). In bacteriophage T4, the two processes are tightly linked, with recombination essential to the process of replication
initiation after the first few replication cycles (82, 108, 109). In eukaryotes, replication accompanies the repair of programmed double-strand breaks in meiosis and
the miscellaneous double-strand breaks that may occur as a result of exposure to
ionizing radiation (46). In some cases, break (recombination)-induced replication
can replicate major parts of a chromosome (15, 85, 106, 166) or permit telomere
maintenance in eukaryotic cells lacking telomerase (15, 71).
The repair of replication forks is more than just another process to fill out
this list. In bacteria, replication forks appear to require recombinational DNA repair often under normal growth conditions. Best current estimates indicate that
a replication fork undergoes such repair in nearly every cell in every generation,
making this the most important bacterial application of homologous genetic recombination on a frequency-of-use basis (29, 31, 32). In mammals, perhaps ten
forks undergo recombinational DNA repair in every mitotic division (46). The
need for nonmutagenic repair when replication forks encounter template damage provides an excellent rationale for the evolution of recombination systems.
From this standpoint, the repair of replication forks might be considered the original or determinative function of homologous genetic recombination. The systems
that have evolved in bacteria (and in eukaryotes, where many enzymes probably
remain to be discovered) are elaborate and often redundant. Subsets of the recombination enzymes provide the potential for an adaptable response to whatever
DNA structure is found at a stalled fork. Recombination during conjugation or
transduction must then be considered a byproduct of the presence of this repair
system.
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Figure 1 Pathways for the recombinational DNA repair of stalled or collapsed replication forks. The path in column A describes some of the processes proposed for the
repair of forks that encounter an unrepaired DNA lesion. Column B illustrates some
of the steps in the repair of double-strand breaks resulting from the encounter of a
fork with a template strand break. Circled numbers correspond to five key processes
described in the text.

There are five major types of reactions that underlie most of the proposed
pathways for fork repair (Figure 1). If a fork encounters one of the spontaneous
DNA lesions that occur in every cell (3000–5000 lesions per bacterial cell per
generation under normal aerobic growth conditions), replication may halt and
leave the lesion in a single-strand gap (Figure 1A). Four of the basic reactions can
be seen in the possible pathways for repair of such a gap. First, fork regression
involves the re-pairing of the DNA template strands such that the fork is moved
backwards. The nascent DNA strands are eventually paired to generate a Holliday
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structure with one abbreviated branch. Such structures have been observed for
nearly 30 years and have recently been labeled “chicken feet” (121). Second,
the Holliday structure can be cleaved by the RuvC or a related enzyme. This
leads to a double-strand break. Third, as an alternative to cleavage, the structure
can be subjected to enzymatic branch migration. In principle, this can move the
branch back toward the original point where replication stalled, or further regress
the fork. Fourth, all recombinational repair processes must include replication
restart.
Many of the same processes can be seen in the likely pathways for repairing a
double-strand break (Figure 1B). In addition, there is one new process, the invasion
of the 30 end of a single-stranded DNA into a homologous duplex DNA to generate
a branched intermediate that can be processed to a form compatible with replication
restart (#5 in Figure 1B). This must be considered one of the central reactions in
recombination, playing a role in the repair of free DNA ends in all organisms
in many contexts. This aspect of replication fork repair gives rise to key steps in
conjugation and transduction in bacteria, and meiotic recombination in eukaryotes.
Once invasion has occurred, the now paired 30 end can be utilized as a primer for
replication.
The new focus on replication fork repair is a significant paradigm shift within
the broader study of DNA metabolism, and an illuminating one. Replication fork
repair can take its place with excision repair, mismatch repair, base excision repair, and direct repair [such as the reaction catalyzed by DNA photolyase (135)]
as a major cellular DNA repair pathway. When placed in this context, fork repair is readily seen as the least understood of the major cellular DNA repair
processes.
Genetic recombination has often been viewed as a way to generate genetic
diversity (thus altering genomes), but the application of recombination systems to
replication fork repair provides another perspective. The recombinational repair
of replication forks functions to maintain genome integrity. Most DNA repair
processes (such as excision repair) are enabled by the double-stranded character
of DNA. When a lesion occurs in one strand, it can be cut out. The other strand
can be used as a template for replication to replace the damaged strand with
correct genomic information. Replication fork encounters with strand breaks or
lesions tend to generate structures in which both DNA strands are damaged. When
a replication fork encounters a DNA lesion, the lesion is left in a single-strand
gap. The recombination steps in Figure 1A do not directly repair the DNA lesion,
but instead create the situation (an undamaged complementary strand) needed to
effect later repair. When a replication fork encounters a template strand break, the
recombination steps (Figure 1B) can be more readily seen as a true repair process
designed to reconstruct the fork and permit a restart of replication. In either case,
the recombination process is needed to permit a continuation of replication without
introducing alterations in the DNA.
Many different enzymes participate in recombinational DNA repair. When
DNA degradation processes and the action of a variety of enzymes with ATPase
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activities are factored in, the repair of one stalled replication fork consumes a
considerable amount of chemical energy in the form of expended dNTPs and
rNTPs. Such energetic expenditures are a trademark of DNA repair systems such
as mismatch repair (102) and the direct repair of O6-alkylguanine lesions (118),
presumably reflecting the generally low tolerance of biological systems for genome
damage.
Our current understanding of nonmutagenic replication fork repair has been
detailed in a number of recent reviews (30–32, 64, 68, 69, 97). This review attempts
to explore some of the more impressive gaps in understanding, focusing entirely
on the fork repair process in bacteria.

SPONTANEOUS DNA DAMAGE
Replication fork repair is probably most often predicated by a collision of a fork
with DNA damage. The precise path taken by the repair process may depend to a
large extent on what type of damage is encountered and whether it is on the leading
or lagging strand template. Surprisingly little information is available about DNA
damage frequencies in bacterial cells under different sets of growth conditions.
Estimates of the spontaneous frequency of events such as depurination and cytosine
deamination are readily available (43, 74). However, the majority of DNA lesions
that occur spontaneously in a cell growing aerobically are oxidative lesions, arising
from the action of hydroxyl radicals (57, 153). Indeed, many normally inviable cells
lacking certain combinations of replication and recombination functions are able
to grow anaerobically (52, 75, 104).
Oxidative damage includes a wide range of lesions, not all of which have
been characterized. Under normal aerobic growth conditions, the best numbers
available suggest that an Escherichia coli culture suffers 3000–5000 DNA lesions
per cell per generation. Spent culture media from an E. coli culture harvested
at an A600 = 1.0 yields sufficient 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-20 -deoxyguanosine (oxo8dG)
to account for several hundred of the corresponding lesions per cell per generation (116). Other work indicates that oxo8dG represents about 5% of the oxidative lesions in a typical spectrum of oxidative damage (126), providing the
final estimate cited above. More detailed estimates that quantify the occurrence
of a broader range of lesions under a variety of growth conditions would be very
useful.
The potential barriers to replication forks do not begin and end with DNA
lesions themselves, but include bound proteins, unusual DNA structures, and natural replication pause sites in the DNA (51, 97, 130). Recent studies suggest that
RNA polymerase complexes themselves stalled at the sites of DNA lesions may
be important barriers to replication in cells that have been irradiated with UV light
(92). In general, a complete understanding of replication fork repair pathways will
not be possible without a more comprehensive understanding of the situations in
which replication forks are halted.
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HOW OFTEN IS THE FORK HALTED?
Some controversy has persisted in the recombinational DNA repair literature concerning the capacity of replication forks to bypass DNA lesions. Bypass could
take at least two forms. In some instances, the polymerase may insert a nucleotide
opposite the lesion, potentially creating a mutation at that position. One can consider lesions as being of two types. Certain base analogues may cause mispairing
and thus replication errors, but not block replication. These can include some naturally occurring lesions such as O6-methylguanine. Lesions causing significant
distortion in the DNA will instead block the progress of the replication fork. If the
polymerase halts at the site of a lesion, replication might be restarted upstream by
the same or a reconstituted DNA polymerase, leaving the lesion in a single-strand
gap. In principle, this might occur more often on the lagging than the leading strand
(94, 95) (Figure 2).
Much of the work to date on the effects of DNA lesions on replication has
focused on UV-irradiated cells. A transient halt or inhibition of DNA replication
can be readily observed in irradiated bacterial cells (131). The inhibition is amplified if the cells to be irradiated lack the uvrA gene function and thus cannot make
use of DNA excision repair. A similar phenomenon is seen in mammalian cells
(16, 72). Sedimentation of chromosomal DNA following UV irradiation provided
some early evidence that gaps appeared in the DNA at the sites of UV lesions
(16, 72, 73, 131, 132). This in turn suggested that DNA synthesis continued upstream of the lesion following a short lag, and models for the repair of the resulting
gaps were constructed based on that assumption (174). Later work demonstrated
that RecA protein was directly required in some capacity to restart replication after UV irradiation (58, 179). A need for recombination functions to get significant

Figure 2 A potential path for bypass of DNA lesions on the lagging strand template
of the replication fork. If the replication complex stays intact, it might be possible to
abandon the synthesis of DNA at the lesion and revert to the synthesis of newly primed
Okazaki fragments.
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replication in the irradiated cells was also evident in the original experiments of
Howard-Flanders and colleagues (131). This suggests that replication might proceed only after recombinational DNA repair was completed. It is well established
that a variety of lesions, and particularly cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers, effectively halt DNA replication in vivo and in vitro (7, 9, 56, 70, 103, 123, 133, 155).
Some replicational bypass of pyrimidine dimers in vitro by bacterial DNA polymerase III has been observed (77), but it is unclear if this would occur in a fully
coupled replication fork or in vivo.
How and when replication restart can occur is still controversial, in spite of much
research. Additional work is needed to determine how often (if ever) and under
what circumstances replication can continue downstream of a lesion without being
preceded by recombinational DNA repair. The pathway for recombinational repair
of DNA gaps proposed by Howard-Flanders and coworkers required a nuclease
activity to create the DNA ends needed for productive recombinational exchanges
(174). The required nuclease has never been identified, although a candidate activity has been detected in bacterial extracts (19).

THE REPLICATION FORK TRAIN WRECK
Certain of my colleagues are fond of using photos of old train wrecks to accompany their descriptions of what occurs when a replication fork encounters DNA
damage in one of the template strands. Unfortunately, these photos provide too
apt a summary of the current understanding of the structure of forks following
these encounters. There are multiple questions here, including the DNA structures
present and the status of the replication enzymes.
There are only three instances in the current literature in which a stalled replication fork has been carefully characterized (Figure 3). Cordeiro-Stone and colleagues examined the fate of SV40 replication forks when they encountered pyrimidine dimers on the leading strand in vitro (25). Most of the stalled and deproteinized
forks examined by electron microscopy exhibited the structure shown in Figure 3A.
The leading strand synthesis had been halted at the site of the lesion, but the lagging
strand had continued, perhaps uncoupled. The resulting fork typically had a leading strand gap on the order of 1000–2000 bases in length. This particular structure
has been used as a starting point in a number of proposed models for fork repair,
and is used in Figure 1A. The general structure of this stalled fork is compatible
with stalled eukaryotic replication forks characterized by more indirect methods.
Several additional studies of replication in cell-free extracts of mammalian cells
produced encounters with a pyrimidine dimer or other bulky lesion, leading to the
uncoupling of leading and lagging strand DNA synthesis and selective replication
of the lagging strand (154, 157, 158). Another type of fork structure was found
by Sogo and colleagues, who examined the structure of forks stalled at natural
replication fork barriers near the rRNA gene clusters in vivo in yeast (45). In this
case, the stalled fork also featured a lagging strand that had been completed ahead
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Figure 3 Characterized structures of stalled replication forks. A. The major structure
found after an SV40 replication fork encounters a cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer in
the leading strand (25). The single-strand gaps found at the forks were typically on
the order of 1000 nucleotides or more. B. Structure of replication forks stalled at the
rRNA replication fork barrier in vivo in yeast (45). Here, the newly synthesized lagging
strand typically extends just a few nucleotides beyond the leading strand. C. Structure
of a bacterial replication fork stalled at a replication termination site embedded in a
plasmid substrate in vitro (49). The nascent leading strand extended 50–70 nucleotides
beyond the lagging strand in these structures.

of the leading strand progress, but in this case the difference was only a few base
pairs (Figure 3B). In the final instance, Hill & Marians examined the structure of
forks stalled in vitro at a terminator site (ter), embedded in a plasmid template and
bound with the terminator protein Tus (49). Here, the leading strand was ahead of
the lagging strand, leaving a gap of 50–70 nucleotides in the lagging strand branch
(Figure 3C ).
If this handful of studies is any indication, the structures present at stalled forks
are likely to be varied. The particular structures present are also likely to depend
upon what sort of lesion or other barrier is encountered and the template strand
(leading or lagging) it is found on. Since the stalled fork structure represents the
starting point for any repair process, a better understanding of the diversity of
structures that occur is a prerequisite to a full appreciation of the diversity in repair
mechanisms.
In addition to the DNA structures present, it is also necessary to determine the
disposition of replication enzymes after an encounter with an unreplicable barrier.
It has not been determined if the DNA polymerase complexes disassemble, and
which barriers trigger what degree of disassembly. A transition presumably occurs
here where the replication complex gives way to recombination enzymes. The
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mechanistic details of this transition will depend on what initially happens to the
replication complex.
It is conceivable that certain proteins facilitate the replication to recombination
transition. The RecF and RecR proteins might be good candidates for such transition mediator functions. In vitro, these proteins can bind to dsDNA as a complex
and can block the extension of assembling RecA filaments (171, 172). This has
suggested a role in modulating RecA filament formation. However, random binding to dsDNA in vivo would be unlikely to permit useful interaction with RecA
filaments, and localization to stalled replication forks would require interaction
with other proteins, perhaps the replication complex itself (172). Both proteins are
co-transcribed with DNA polymerase subunits (13, 41, 119), and additional roles
in recombinational DNA repair may remain to be elucidated.

RECOMBINATION PATHWAYS
The pathways outlined in Figure 1 are oversimplified, and a number of additional
pathways or pathway variations have been proposed. Many of the variants begin
with fork regression (process 1 in Figure 1A) and differ primarily in the starting
point for regression and/or fate of the resulting “chicken foot.”
Cells with mutations in certain replication functions are often dependent on
recombination enzymes for survival and exhibit a hyperrec phenotype. This is one
of the general observations linking recombination to replication fork repair (98).
The replication defects that make bacterial growth recombination dependent are
generally those that result in more frequent stalling of the replication fork.
Enzymes with defects in the accessory replicative helicase Rep make the cells
dependent on a functional RecBCD enzyme, but not on RecA protein (140). A
similar phenomenon is seen in cells with a mutation in the holD gene, which
encodes the ψ subunit in the clamp-loading complex of DNA polymerase III (40).
The properties of these mutant cells have given rise to a proposed pathway for
fork repair in the absence of RecA protein. The tail produced by fork regression
is degraded by RecBCD to generate a structure suitable for replication restart
(Figure 4).
The chicken foot is a classical Holliday intermediate that can be processed by
the RuvABC proteins. RuvA and RuvB form a complex that binds to a Holliday
intermediate and promotes branch migration (173). The RuvC protein is a Holliday
intermediate resolvase (173). The chicken foot intermediate can thus be cleaved
to produce a double-strand break as shown in Figure 5. In rep recBC mutant cells,
double-strand breaks accumulate (40, 130, 140). The appearance of these breaks
depends on the presence of the RuvABC proteins, providing some of the evidence
that the stalling of a replication fork can give rise to a Holliday intermediate
(chicken foot) (40, 130, 140). This provides a pathway for the generation of doublestrand breaks that is distinct from the double-strand break generation that occurs
when replication forks encounter template strand breaks as demonstrated in vivo
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Figure 4 Pathway for the nucleolytic processing of a chicken foot structure by the
RecBCD enzyme. The nuclease activity of RecBCD is proposed to eliminate the short
arm of the structure, generating a structure that can be used to restart replication. If
this pathway is to be successful, the lesion would have to be repaired by some process
like excision repair while the fork was regressed and prior to replication restart.

by Kuzminov (69a) (Figure 1B). Regardless how they are generated, the repair of
double-strand breaks requires the action of the RecBCD enzyme and the RecA
protein. How replication fork repair events are distributed between pathways that
do or do not involve double-strand breaks (Figure 1) is not known, and probably
varies depending on factors such as growth conditions and the associated spectrum
of spontaneous DNA damage.
While the list of potential repair pathways may already seem complicated, it is
likely to grow. A determination of which repair pathways are most important may
be difficult to achieve. A focus on one or a few pathways in individual research
reports often reflects the particulars of the investigation. In bacterial cells growing
aerobically, most of the replication forks undergo repair, with the potential for use
of a wide range of repair pathways. Most in vivo studies directed at the elucidation
of these repair paths make use of some strategy to amplify the signal by increasing
the frequency of fork stalling. This may involve the use of replication mutants, or
DNA-damaging treatments such as UV irradiation, or the use of growth conditions
that lead to an increased number of replication barriers involving bound proteins.
If the number of fork stalling events in the cell increases substantially, the cells
may become completely dependent on the particular path that is used to bypass
whatever barriers are presented to the replication forks, and the enzymes needed for
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Figure 5 Some alternative paths for the processing of stalled replication forks. The
chicken foot is a Holliday structure that can be processed and cleaved by the RuvABC
enzymes. Cleavage at any stage funnels the process into the double-strand break repair
pathway.

that path. Thus, individual in vivo research efforts have elucidated the molecular
course of certain repair pathways, but generally shed little light on the question of
which pathways are most important to the cell under normal growth conditions.

FIVE KEY REACTIONS IN THE RECOMBINATIONAL
DNA REPAIR OF REPLICATION FORKS
Replication Fork Regression
Fork regression [also called fork reversal (98)] involves the re-pairing of the recently replicated template strands at a stalled fork, such that the fork is moved
backwards (Figure 6). The newly synthesized strands are displaced and then paired
as the fork is regressed to create a 4-branched structure, the chicken foot. Evidence
for replication fork regression has been available in the literature for nearly three
decades. The first proposal of a fork regression process as a means of repairing a
replication fork was made by Higgins and coworkers (48). Many other reports of
regressed fork structures were made in the years following the work of Higgins
(53, 111, 156, 170, 181), although the significance of the structures was not always
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Figure 6 Replication fork regression to generate a chicken foot.

apparent. In bacteria, it is now clear that there are at least three paths to fork regression, and each of them may play a role in the repair of stalled replication
forks. The simplest path is nonenzymatic. The positive supercoiling that builds
up ahead of a replication fork will lead to spontaneous fork regression to produce
a chicken foot structure (121). Such spontaneous fork regression during sample
preparation may be the origin of some of the early reports of regressed forks.
The spontaneous process may also play a direct role in repair. If a stalled fork undergoes regression, even limited to a few dozens or hundreds of base pairs, it can
in principle provide loading sites for enzymes that bind to and process Holliday
intermediates.
A second pathway for fork regression is provided by the activity of the RecG
helicase. This enzyme is an ATPase and promotes branch migration at DNA junctions with 3 and 4 branches (79, 91, 92, 175). When a stalled fork has few or no
single-strand gaps, this may be the principal enzymatic path to fork regression.
Thus, RecG may be particularly important when replication forks are stalled by
replication pause sites [such as the rDNA fork barriers in yeast (Figure 3B)] or
bound proteins. Lloyd and coworkers have provided evidence that replication can
be halted at bound RNA polymerases themselves stalled at DNA lesions, and that
RecG protein plays a key role in the resulting fork repair process (92). More recent work establishes a role for RecG in the regression of forks stalled in vitro
(93).
The final pathway for fork regression is provided by the RecA protein. If the
stalled fork contains a substantial single-strand gap, such as a fork with the structure in Figure 3A, RecA protein can form a filament in the gap and promote fork
regression. This reaction has been demonstrated in vitro and is quite efficient
(127). RecA is a DNA-dependent ATPase, and RecA-promoted regression exhibits a requirement for ATP hydrolysis. When coupled to ATP hydrolysis, RecA
protein–promoted DNA strand exchange reactions are unidirectional, with branch
movement proceeding 50 to 30 relative to the bound single-stranded DNA in the gap
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(55). If a RecA filament loads onto a leading strand gap such as that in Figure 3A,
this direction of branch movement will result in fork regression. There is also
in vivo evidence for a role of RecA in fork regression in some situations. The
primary helicase at replication forks is the DnaB protein, and cells with a dnaBts
mutation exhibit high levels of fork stalling. The generation of recombination intermediates that can be processed by RuvABC (presumably chicken feet generated
by fork regression) in these strains depends upon RecA function (141). However, it is as yet unclear whether the in vitro experiments demonstrating RecAmediated fork regression (127) provide an appropriate model for the repair of
stalled forks in dnaBts cells. The DnaB helicase moves along the lagging strand
template at the replication fork, and a defective helicase may cause fork stalling
that leaves gaps opposite the lagging strand rather than the leading strand template
(141). A RecA filament formed in a lagging strand gap would be expected to promote a DNA strand exchange in the direction opposite to that required for fork
regression.
The in vitro efforts to date do not address the considerable topological complexities of the fork regression process. In the cell, fork regression is likely to require
the action of helicases, topoisomerases, and other enzymes beyond those currently
being investigated.

Holliday Intermediate Cleavage
The four-branched Holliday structure is a signature recombination intermediate,
associated with a wide range of recombination processes. Enzymes that specifically
cleave such structures to generate viable recombinant products have been found
in many types of organisms (4). In E. coli, there are at least two such enzymes,
RuvC and RusA (10, 18). The reaction generally involves symmetric cleavage of
two opposing strands of the intermediate so that two branches remain with each
product (Figure 7) (10). Thus, a given Holliday intermediate can be resolved in
two ways, depending on which pair of strands is cleaved.

Figure 7 Cleavage of Holliday intermediates by resolvases like RuvC
enzyme.
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The resolution of Holliday intermediates can have interesting genomic consequences for the cell. If a Holliday intermediate is formed behind the replication
fork during fork repair, cleavage of that intermediate can lead to the formation of
chromosomal dimers (Figure 8). Such dimers occur in about 15% of all bacterial
cells under normal growth conditions (152). Conversion of chromosomal dimers
to monomeric chromosomes is the task of a specialized site-specific recombinase
called the XerCD enzyme, acting at specific sites near the DNA replication termini (144). If XerCD is mutagenically inactivated, the unprocessed chromosomal
dimers block cell division. Interestingly, the RuvABC proteins appear to bias the
resolution of Holliday intermediates such that the chromosomal dimers formed in

Figure 8 The generation of chromosome dimers by recombination and replication. In
principle, cleavage of a Holliday intermediate placed behind the replication fork could
occur in two ways, labeled a and b. Cleavage by pathway a generates a crossover,
and the subsequent replication leads to the formation of a contiguous chromosomal
dimer that must be converted to monomers by a specialized site-specific recombination
system (XerCD).
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15% of the cells represent less than half of the Holliday intermediate resolution
events (8, 99). The mechanism by which that bias is preserved has been established
(33, 99, 163).

Holliday Junction Branch Migration
This process is closely related to fork regression, but it deserves some additional
discussion. The migration of DNA branches has been studied for several decades
and has been a recognized part of recombination processes for a similar period of
time. Spontaneous branch migration in isolate DNA proceeds in a random walk
(112, 113, 159). With respect to replication fork repair, there is a need instead for
directed branch migration. The fork regression process is one branch migration
that can only proceed in one direction, and it can create a Holliday intermediate.
Migration of the Holliday intermediate in the direction opposite to regression (or
fork reversal; terminology gets tricky here as one begins to talk about the reverse
of a reversal) can reset the replication fork (Figure 9). If the chicken foot structure
is not cleaved, then this branch migration offers a conservative path to restoration
of the replication fork.
There are at least three enzymes that might catalyze this process, RuvAB,
RecG, and PriA. The RuvAB complex binds to a Holliday intermediate and promotes branch migration, with the direction of branch movement depending on the
way RuvAB loads onto the DNA (117). In some reaction contexts, this loading
appears to preferentially occur so as to reverse a DNA strand exchange reaction
promoted by RecA protein (54). The RecG helicase has also been characterized
as a branch migration activity (79, 175, 176), with a tendency to reverse RecAmediated DNA strand exchange reactions in some reaction systems (175). RecA
protein and either RuvAB or RecG could thus participate in a regression/reversal
cycle, with intermediate replication and repair steps as needed to restore the fork.
In some instances, RecG may act alone to promote both regression and its reversal
(92). The PriA protein also has a helicase activity and may play a role in branch
movement. There is some in vivo and in vitro evidence that PriA and RecG proteins may process branched structures in different ways (1, 90). One of the more
substantial and interesting problems in fork repair will come in determining how
these proteins interact and how their order and mode of action is determined to

Figure 9 Resetting the replication fork by reverse branch migration in the chicken
foot. The short branch of the chicken foot is shown with thick lines so that the fate
of these strands can be seen in the product of the branch migration reaction.
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Figure 10 The origin-independent replication restart process makes use of branched recombination
products.

bring about the end result of fork restoration. Additional proteins may well play a
role in these molecular decisions.

Replication Restart Pathways
Every repaired replication fork must go through a restart process to resume replication (Figure 10). This process is by necessity origin-independent and distinct
from the replication initiation that occurs at oriC. Origin-independent replication
restart requires the activity of a seven-protein complex. This was originally known
as the φX174-dependent primosome, reflecting the particulars of its discovery
(147, 177) [see (31) for review], but has more recently been renamed the restart
primosome (137). The assembly of this complex on certain types of recombination
intermediates has been reconstituted in vitro (76, 87, 137). The entire process also
must involve DNA polymerase III, and the cryptic DNA polymerase II may also
play a role (124).
The restart primosome consists of seven proteins, with historical names given in
parentheses: PriA (protein n0 , factor Y), PriB (protein n), PriC (protein n00 ), DnaT
(protein i), DnaC, the DnaB helicase, and the DnaG primase. The PriA protein
plays a key role in the assembly of the complex on a recombination intermediate
(76). As might be expected if nearly all cells must go through fork repair and
replication restart, cells lacking priA function are nearly inviable (86, 138). An
unstated assumption that all fork restoration must go through a PriA-mediated
restart process has served to link estimates of the frequency of cellular restart to
the phenotype of priA mutant cells (29, 30, 32). Recently, evidence has appeared
for the existence of priA-independent paths for replication restart (136). Thus, the
frequency of replication fork stalling and recombinational DNA repair may be
higher than the estimates drawn from the priA phenotype might suggest, perhaps
involving several fork events per cell per generation.
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Figure 11 The DNA strand invasion reaction. In E. coli, the processing of the doublestrand end in the first step is promoted by the RecBCD enzyme. The second step
(invasion) is promoted by RecA protein.

30 End Invasion
In some respects, this is the best-understood process within the broader topic of
replication fork repair. The invasion of 30 ends into a homologous duplex DNA
(Figure 11) has been a key component of published recombination models since
the early constructs of Meselson & Weigle (96). The process is central to the late
stages of bacteriophage T4 replication (82, 108, 109), and it has been studied in
some detail in vitro (66, 105). This same reaction was among the first reactions
investigated in the early study of purified RecA protein (89, 145). When RecA
protein is bound to linear single-stranded DNAs, there is a pronounced tendency
for any subsequent invasion of a complementary duplex DNA to take place on the
30 end of the single strand (37, 63). This reaction may be a necessary step in the
repair path any time a replication fork branch is severed by a fork encounter with
a strand break (Figure 1B) or a chicken foot repair intermediate is cleaved.
The inherent bias for 30 ends in RecA-mediated strand invasion reactions comes
about as a function of the directional bias observed in RecA filament formation and
disassembly reactions. Once one or a few RecA monomers form a nucleus on a
ssDNA molecule, filaments are extended 50 to 30 from that point (125, 142). Little
addition of RecA monomers on the “wrong” 50 -proximal end can be detected (5).
RecA filaments also disassemble in the 50 to 30 direction, such that monomers are
added to and subtracted from filaments at opposite ends (5, 142). Both the assembly
and disassembly processes help to assure that the 30 ends of linear single-stranded
DNAs are more likely to be bound by RecA protein, and thus to react in strand
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invasion, than 50 ends. The presence of SSB protein also helps ensure that RecA
protein will not be present at the 50 ends (5, 63, 142). Interestingly, the 30 end bias
is largely eliminated if the RecO and RecR proteins are included in the reaction
mixture (J. Bork & M. Cox, unpublished observations). Possible functions for a
RecAOR-mediated 50 end invasion have not been explored.
The repair of double-strand breaks in E. coli generally represents a collaboration between the RecBCD enzyme and the RecA protein (11). E. coli mutant cells
deficient in the activities necessary to mature Okazaki fragments on the lagging
strand during replication (e.g., DNA ligase and DNA polymerase I) become completely dependent on the function of both the RecBCD enzyme and RecA protein
(75, 101, 107, 169, 178) as a result of the many strand breaks present. The pathway
leading to strand invasion has been reconstituted in vitro by Kowalczykowski and
coworkers (3, 20). The RecBCD complex has both nuclease and helicase activities. RecBCD binds at a free duplex DNA end, simultaneously degrading and
unwinding it. When it encounters an 8 nucleotide sequence called Chi, its DNA
degradation properties are altered so that degradation of the 30 -ending strand is
greatly reduced (2). The result is a processed end with a long single-strand extension with a 30 end. The RecBCD protein plays a direct role in loading the RecA
protein onto this single-strand extension, leading to strand invasion (3, 20).
Some interesting problems arise when an attempt is made to couple strand invasion to a restart of DNA synthesis. After RecA protein promotes DNA strand
invasion, the continued presence of a RecA filament blocks access by DNA polymerases to the introduced 30 end (K. Marians, personal communication). Extension of this 30 end by any polymerase requires the prior disassembly of the RecA
filament that created it. A complete reconstitution of DNA strand invasion with establishment of a complete replication fork should introduce many more interesting
complexities.

THE ROLES OF MANY RECOMBINATION FUNCTIONS
ARE IMPERFECTLY UNDERSTOOD
The recombinational DNA repair of stalled replication forks involves many proteins, and in many cases the activities of the proteins and their precise role in repair
are not yet understood. I focus here only on a selection of proteins not mentioned
in the preceding discussion. In the following section, gene map locations reflect
the current published E. coli genome sequence (14).
The RadA protein (also called Sms; Mr 49,477, 99.7 min on the E. coli chromosome map) is encoded by a gene that exhibits homology to both the RecA protein
and the lon protease (128). Mutations in the gene for RadA confer sensitivity to
UV- and X-ray irradiation when the cells are grown in rich media (35, 151). Little
is known about the activity of this protein, except that it appears to have a DNAdependent ATPase activity (S. Lovett, personal communication). Defects in the
RadC protein (Mr 25,573, 82.1 min) also confer sensitivity to UV and X rays in
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rich media. RadC function is required to observe elevated levels of tandem repeat
recombination induced by replication fork defects (139). There is thus a clear link
between RadC and replication fork repair. Nothing is known about the molecular
role of RadC protein.
The recX gene (also oraA) is located just downstream of the gene encoding the
RecA protein and encodes a polypeptide with Mr 19,425, 60.8 min. The function of
the RecX protein is not known, and the gene has been little studied. In other bacteria,
a very closely related gene is found just downstream of the recA gene, and it is
generally co-transcribed with recA (114, 115, 164). In Streptomyces lividans, the
RecX protein function is required in cells in which RecA protein is overproduced,
suggesting it moderates some toxic effect of RecA overexpression (164). The
protein thus may interact with and perhaps regulate the RecA protein and/or the
filaments it forms on DNA.
Somewhat more is known about some of the other auxiliary functions of recombinational DNA repair (65, 128). The RecF [Mr 40,518; 83.6 min (50)], RecO
[Mr 27,393, 58.2 min (62)], and RecR [Mr 21,965, 10.6 min (83, 84)] proteins
historically have helped define a recombination pathway distinct from that defined
by the RecBCD enzyme (21, 22). The phenotypes of all three of these genes are
quite similar, and there has been a general association between the proteins and
the repair of DNA gaps (22). Additional in vivo data have suggested a direct interaction between these proteins and RecA protein. In particular, certain mutants
of RecA protein (RecA441 and RecA803) suppress deficiencies in all three of the
RecFOR functions (168). in vitro, the three proteins do not form a heterotrimer but
instead form two pairwise RecOR and RecFR complexes. The activities of these
proteins studied to date in vitro involve the modulation of RecA filament assembly and disassembly. The RecOR complex promotes RecA filament nucleation on
ssDNA substrates that are already bound with the single-strand DNA binding
protein (SSB) (160). The same complex also inhibits a net end-dependent disassembly of RecA filaments (142). The RecFR complex binds randomly to dsDNA
and blocks the extension of growing RecA filaments (172). Together, these activities could suffice to constrain RecA filaments to DNA gaps where repair was
to take place (172). However, RecOR is not needed for RecA function in fork
regression either in vivo (141) or in vitro (127). As already noted, an interaction of
RecFR with some component of the replication complex may be needed for this
complex to function at the replication fork. Clearly, more remains to be discovered
about the functions of these proteins.
Three other proteins have been loosely associated with the RecF pathway of
recombination, although they may function in other contexts as well (22, 65). These
are the RecJ [Mr 63,396, 65.4 min (80)], RecN [Mr 61,377, 59.3 min (78)], and
RecQ proteins [Mr 68,441, 86.3 min (110)]. These three appear to be functionally
quite distinct.
The RecJ protein is a 50 to 30 single-strand DNA exonuclease (81). The protein
could play a variety of roles in the processing of displaced 50 ends during recombination processes. RecJ can also play a role in DNA mismatch repair (24, 165).
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Although initially associated with the RecF pathway, the properties of cells
deficient in RecN function suggested a role in double-strand break repair (120).
There are no reports of in vitro activities of RecN protein. This is primarily because the protein has proven to be insoluble and quite hard to work with. Partially
purified preparations of RecN protein exhibit a weak ATPase activity and some
nuclease activity, (T. Arenson & M. Cox, unpublished results), but the purity of the
preparations is insufficient to ascribe these activities to RecN with a high degree of
confidence. The RecN protein exhibits a sequence relationship to the eukaryotic
Smc proteins (134). This family of proteins generally has various roles in chromosome maintenance (23), such as chromosome condensation. These proteins have
a predicted tertiary structure consisting of two domains connected by a hinge.
Two parts of the ATPase active site are distributed between the two domains, such
that the domains presumably must come together for ATP hydrolysis to occur
(23, 134). Interestingly, the RecN protein is one of the most prominent proteins
induced during the SOS response, expressed at levels similar to those of RecA
protein (39, 68, 129, 146, 148, 167). Clearly, new approaches are needed to further
investigate this interesting protein.
The RecQ protein is a DNA helicase (161, 162). Defects in certain mammalian
homologues of RecQ helicase are associated with the human Werner’s (180) and
Bloom’s (38) syndromes. In eukaryotes, the RecQ family of helicases appear to
play roles in genome maintenance (17, 42, 143). The molecular role of RecQ helicase in the repair of replication forks has not yet been elucidated. Kowalczykowski
and colleagues have demonstrated that RecQ will unwind covalently closed DNA
circles in vitro and stimulate the strand passage activity of topoisomerase III. The
end result is the catenation of the DNA circles (47). Given the topological constraints of many of the processes outlined in Figure 1 when they occur on the E.
coli chromosome, such activities could play roles in several different processes in
the repair of replication forks.
A major challenge in the way of a complete understanding of replication fork
repair is the integration of these many protein functions, and probably more that
remain undiscovered, into the various repair pathways.

THE POTENTIAL FOR ORIGIN-SPECIFIC
RECOMBINATION-INDUCED REPLICATION
DURING THE SOS RESPONSE
Many of the original clues that helped to elucidate the role of recombination in
the repair of replication forks came from the study of replication restart during
the SOS response (31), particularly the work of Kogoma (59). SOS is a complex
physiological response, and the replication restart that occurs in it has both nonmutagenic and mutagenic components induced in separate stages (34, 68). The
nonmutagenic responses that can be associated with the nonmutagenic restoration
of replication forks are more important (58, 179).
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Kogoma and coworkers found that DNA replication could be initiated without protein synthesis under conditions that induced the SOS response (60, 61),
a phenomenon that was labeled stable DNA replication (SDR). Later, SDR associated with the SOS response was designated induced stable DNA replication
or iSDR. This aspect of replication restart was also shown to be recombination
dependent (6). The study of these phenomena provided much information about
the proteins involved in the nonmutagenic repair of replication forks (31, 59),
but some interesting mysteries remain. In particular, some of the many distinct
recombination-dependent replication processes studied by Kogoma and coworkers
were initiated largely at specific origins (59). These workers suggested that specific nucleases might be induced during the SOS response that would introduce
site-specific double-strand breaks in the chromosome to initiate recombination.
Such nucleases would be of considerable interest, and the origin-dependence of
stable DNA replication during SOS deserves additional investigation.
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